During software development and maintenance phases, the fixing of severe bugs are mostly very challenging and needs more efforts to fix them on a priority basis. Several research works have been performed using software metrics and predict fault-prone software module. In this paper, we propose an approach to categorize different types of bugs according to their severity and priority basis and then use them to label software metrics' data. Finally, we used labeled data to train the supervised machine learning models for the prediction of fault prone software modules. Moreover, to build an effective prediction model, we used genetic algorithm to search those sets of metrics which are highly correlated with severe bugs.
Introduction
Software engineering literature reveals extensive interest of researchers to predict faults in software. Availability of limited resources as compared to bugs' quantity needs appropriate allocation of these resources [4, 10] . One of the important requirements of quality assurance is not only to perform code testing, but also to identify fault-prone modules as early as possible. Therefore, in recent years researchers have put more efforts to minimize the maintenance cost by developing fault prediction models.
Software repositories i.e., the databases of version controlling and bug tracking systems are being used to develop Machine Learning (ML) based fault prediction models. Bug repository and version controlling data are accumulated during the evolution of any software. Researchers use these evolutionary data to extract software metrics and apply ML techniques to predict fault prone software modules. Different types of metrics such as code, design and requirement are effectively used to predict the faulty modules. Jiang et al. [11] used code and design metrics data of 14 different software projects and applied different modeling techniques on the data to build fault prediction models. They discovered that code and design metrics were useful, but code metrics were more reliable than design metrics. Similarly, several researches have been conducted using software metrics to predict software bugs [8, 9, 12] . Whereas, few research works have been performed for the classification and prediction of severe bugs [15] .
Bugs are expected in the software; some of them are severe in nature and should be fixed immediately. However, non-severe and low priority bugs may be delayed for resource allocation [23] . Prediction of fault-prone source code modules which can generate severe or complex bugs will help software quality assurance personnel to perform thorough testing on such fault-prone modules. Xuan et al. [25] concentrated the issues of prioritization and focused on developing a model to predict high priority bugs. Hall et al. [7] analyzed 208 studies published in eleven years of fault prediction models on the basis of source code; they identified that performance of the model depends on the selection of data, independent variables or metrics, and modeling techniques. Zimmermann et al. [28] revealed that the cross-project fault prediction is very important for the software having insufficient or little evolutionary data of the project. Therefore, for such projects, they proposed to build a model by using the evolutionary data of other similar projects.
In this research study, we addressed the major challenges of the software fault prediction model and proposed an approach to build ML based fault prediction model in order to predict those source code modules which can generate complex or severe bugs. Furthermore, to enhance the model's prediction capability we also addressed the major issues of ML based prediction models like feature selection, multicollinearity and class imbalance.
Our research hypothesis (H0) is: code's metrics data labeled with already occurred bugs (like complex and ordinary bugs) are correlated, and can be used to build ML based bug prediction model. In order to validate our research hypothesis, we used a simple approach: first, we selected the metrics data of each version of software modules and labeled them with the associated bugs' types (if any). Then, we used the labeled data to train ML models for the prediction of fault prone modules which can induce severe/complex bugs.
The major contribution of our research work is the identification of those set of software metrics which can be used to build software fault prediction model, and also produce classification of software bugs into different classes including ordinary, complex, severe, and priority bugs. To validate our research objectives, we performed an experiment by using the publicly available software metrics and bug repository 1 data of these four projects: Eclipse, Pde, Mylyn, and Equinox. Our experimental data comprised of 37 metric values of each version of software modules (classes) extracted from the project's version controlling system. The data also contained the bugs' information like severity and priority, which were linked with the metrics data of those versions of software modules that actually induced those bugs. This bug information was extracted from the project's bug-tracking-system, Bugzilla/Jira. Out of 37 software metrics, 15 were change-metrics obtained from CVS Log data, 17 were source code metrics such as Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) and Object Oriented (OO), and 05 were Complexity Code Change metrics (ComCdChg). Then, we used different bug categories to label the metric data and proposed an approach to categorizing software bugs into complex (Comp) and Ordinary (Ord) bugs. In order to define bug complexity, we used different characteristics of bugs like Non-Trivial Bugs (NTB), Major Bugs (MJB), Critical Bugs (CRB), and High Priority Bugs (HPB) and Low Priority Bugs (LPB). We also pre-processed the downloaded data to handle multicollinearity and class imbalance issues using Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Genetic Search, Resample and Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE). In order to design a better model we trained our data by multiple ML algorithms (Alg) and found that Complexity Code metrics were more crucial for High Priority bugs, while Chidamber and Kemerer and Object Oriented (CKOO) and Change metrics were more important for severe bugs.
In section 3 of the paper, we discussed Related Work. Section 3 describes the Data Extraction and Experimental Setup, while section 4 comprises of Results and Discussions. Finally, section 5 is the Conclusion and discusses future work.
Related Work
It is difficult to predict software defects reliably. Researchers have developed different prediction approaches depending on precision, complexity, and requirement of input data [5] . Software metrics are imperative for fault prediction and resource allocation in quality assurance, hence, identification of proper metrics plays important role in software projects [14] . Since, our research approach is also to identify relevant set of metrics and addresses machine learning challenges to build fault prediction model, therefore, in the following paragraphs we highlighted those research work which are more relevant to our work: D'Ambros et al. [5] introduced a benchmark to allow for common comparison which provides all the data needed to apply multiple prediction techniques on 5 publicly available datasets and compared with previously available defect prediction approaches. They showed that Weighted Churn and Linearly Decayed Entropy of source code metrics are best performing techniques and single metric cannot work reliably across all systems. Different approaches have been proposed for handling the problem with the variety of metrics such as line of code and complexity (code metrics) [6, 17, 21] , and the number of changes, and recent activity (process metrics) [8, 16] or previous faults [9] .
Cotroneoa et al. [3] examined the features of the whole process of bug manifestation by studying 666 bug reports of two applications Apache web server and open source relational database management system (MySQL). Their study showed that the appearance of bug and its relation with the environment is highly important for fault removing process and its effectiveness. Shatnawi and Li [20] compared efficiency of various prediction models and proposed a model for prediction of three fault quantities such as count, fix cost and fix effort. Catel et al. [2] compared different ML models with Statistical models and found that ML models were better than Statistical models.
If a developer changes one of the logically coupled program files instead of all files, it may produce severe scenarios and unstable software with a bulk of errors [1] . Zimmermann et al. [29] categorized bugs on the basis of their reopening and discovered various factors such as metrics, people involved and their relationship which impacts the reopening of bugs. It is desirable to expose more severe concurrent bugs before the release of the software [27] . Therefore, it is essential for a software engineer to identify the severity of each problem during testing, especially when designing critical systems. It is very important for test engineers to properly recognize the severity of each issue they identify during the testing process, hence there is a need for appropriate resource allocation, scheduling of fixing activities, and additional testing [15] . Lamkanfi et al. [13] compared different ML algorithms and found Naive Bayes Multinomial as most suitable for bug classification in terms of accuracy and speed. They also classified severe and non-severe bugs. MySQL In real scenarios, the classification data are normally class imbalanced; one class has more training instances as compared to other class/classes. The skewed class distribution can negatively impact the classifier's performance, since classifier may be biased towards classifying new, unseen instances as belonging to the majority class. Another challenge is high dimensionality which means datasets with a huge number of features [15] . Several data mining methods are used to enhance the performance of classifier for imbalanced data; one of them is data sampling, which is used to generate a sampled dataset having a more balanced distribution of both classes by eliminating biased class. Then, the classifier will train the new generated and unbiased dataset [24] .
Data Extraction and Experimental Setup
To perform experiment, data was obtained from the publicly available and published data in bug prediction datasets which stored software metrics along with defect information of several projects. We designed our model after combining data of four projects: Eclipse, Pde, Mylyn and Equinox. Each dataset comprised of various classes and versions (CVS/Subversion) as shown in Table 1 . The data also includes their bug categories according to severity and priority from defect tracking systems, Bugzilla/Jira repositories [5] . 
Bug and its Categories
A bug is an error, or fault in software which produces an incorrect or unexpected result, or an unplanned behavior. The importance of a bug is described as the combination of its Priority and Severity. Severity describes the impact of a bug, whereas priority describes the importance and order in which a bug should be fixed compared to other bugs and, how it should be utilized by the programmers and engineers to prioritize their work [19] . Thung et al. [22] states that bug reporter can assign 5 severity levels in bug repositories: Blocker, Critical, Major, Minor and Trivial. In this study, we used following 5 bug categories according to their complexity from available bug categories in datasets as shown in Table 2 .
 Bugs Found Until (BFU): These bugs include all
types of bugs which do not lie in any specific category.  Non-Trivial Bugs (NTB): These bugs do not impact overall functionality; they cause some undesirable behavior, but the system remains functional. The severity of NTB is higher than trivial bugs [4] .  Major Bugs (MJB): These bugs affect major functionality of software or data. The severity of major bugs is higher than non-trivial bugs [4] .  Critical Bugs (CRB): These bugs affect further testing. The severity of critical bugs includes critical and blocker bugs and higher than major bugs [4] .  High Priority Bugs (HPB): These bugs affect the application or product critically and must be resolved as soon as possible. The priority of these bugs is greater than default priority [4] . 
Bug Classification in Terms of Data
Available bugs were further classified as clean, ordinary, complex, NTB, MJB, CRB, HPB and LPB (Low Priority Bugs) bugs. For classification of all bugs, the data was divided in two sets, described as:
1. Whole data: It comprises of all instances which have any type of bug. Also, those which do not have any type of bug (buggy and non-buggy/clean data).
Buggy data: It includes only those instances which
have any type of bug. The overall distribution of data on the basis of bug categories is shown in Figure 1 . 
Bug Classification in Terms of Categories
The whole and buggy data sets were further classified into six groups on the basis of different class distribution of bugs, and are shown in Table 3 .
General Bugs (All)
The whole data was classified & labeled as clean and buggy (with any type of bug) with 400 and 4280 instances respectively. 
Complex and Ordinary Bugs (All)
The whole data was classified as clean, complex and ordinary. If any type of severe bug such as CRB, MJB, NTB was found, then it was labeled as Complex. If only BFU existed then it was labeled as ordinary, otherwise it was labeled as Clean. These values are defined as:
IF (NTB >0) OR (MJB >0) OR (CRB >0) then Value= "Complex"
Else IF (BFU >0) then Value="Ordinary" Else value = "Clean"
Complex Categories (All)
The whole data was classified as Clean, Ordinary, NTB, MJB and CRB. If any type of severe bug such as CRB, MJB and NTB was found, then we labeled it as CRB, MJB, and NTB respectively. If only BFU found, then it was labeled as Ordinary, otherwise it was labeled as Clean. These class values are defined as:
IF (CRB >0) then Value= "CRB"
Else IF (MJB >0) then Value= "MJB" Else IF (NTB >0) then Value= "NTB" Else IF (BFU > 0) then Value= "Ordinary" Else value = "Clean"
High Priority Bugs (Buggy)
The buggy data was classified as HPB and LPB. If High Priority Bugs existed, then it was labeled as HPB, otherwise it was labeled as LPB and defined as:
IF (HPB >0) then Value= "HPB" Else Value= "LPB"
Complex and Ordinary Bugs (Buggy)
The buggy data was labeled as Complex when any type of severe bug existed such as CRB, MJB, NTB, otherwise it was labeled as Ordinary and defined as:
Complex Categories (Buggy)
The buggy data was classified as Ordinary, NTB, MJB, and CRB. If any type of severe bug such as CRB, MJB and NTB existed then it was labeled as CRB, MJB and NTB respectively. If only BFU existed then it was labeled as Ordinary. These class values are defined as:
IF (CRB >0) then Value= "CRB" Else IF (MJB >0) then Value= "MJB"
Else IF (NTB >0) then Value= "NTB" Else Value= "Ordinary"
Metrics
The metrics used in this research with abbreviated names are given in the second and third columns of Table 4 respectively. The first 15 values, i.e., row 1 to 15 are change-metrics obtained from CVS log data labeled with ChgMet, the next 17 i.e., row 16 to 32 are source-code metrics CK and Object Oriented labeled with CkOO, and the last 5 i.e., row 33 to 37 are complexity-code-change labeled with ComCdChg. 
Hypothesis Testing
To test the null hypothesis (H0), metrics are correlated with the number of bugs and therefore can be used to build fault prediction models. We labeled the metrics data of each source file (total number of source files = 4680) with the number of bugs found. The labeled data was then used for correlation analysis. The metrics' correlation (Pearson) with bugs' count is shown in the fourth column of Table 4 , which shows metrics are highly correlated with bugs' count. Moreover, the hypothesis testing (two tailed) with a significance value less than 0.01 i.e., α ≤ 0.01 is shown in the fifth column of Table 4 . Since most of the metrics, i.e., 35 out of 37 have α ≤ 0.01, therefore, H0 was accepted with 99.09% confidence. Finally, to build fault prediction model we considered only those metrics whose correlation values with bug's count were high.
Machine Learning Issues Related to Dataset
High dimensionality and class imbalance are the two main issues related to the data used to train the ML models and can degrade the performance of the prediction models. Some ML techniques can resolve these issues, i.e., high dimensionality reduced by feature selection; class imbalance issue can be addressed by data sampling and ensemble learners (Data Transformation Techniques). Both problems can be addressed by combining these techniques [18] .
Data Transformation Techniques
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Genetic Search (GenSch) are modeling techniques used to minimize correlation problem, while SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) and Resample Filter (Res) are modeling techniques used to minimize class imbalance issue. We pre-processed our datasets and applied different transformation techniques in combination to address both ML issues. In this way, we got 4 groups of transformed data:
These 4 groups of data were further tested with 6 Bug categories classified in section 3.3.
Machine Learning (ML) Algorithms
We built fault prediction models using ML Algorithms. The following 03 classifiers were used: Random Forest (RF), MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) and Naive Bayes (NB), with 4 groups of transformed dataset as discussed in section 3.7. and 6 bug categories as discussed in section 3.3. and shown in Table 3 .
Building Fault Prediction Models
For building a better fault prediction model:
1. Initially all 37 metrics were used along with 6 derived bug categories. 2. Set of highly correlated metrics with each bug category was chosen for prediction of severe bugs 3. Prediction models were improved by handling feature selection and class imbalance issues. 4. Three ML classifiers were applied to all groups of datasets after applying transformation techniques with 6 bug categories.
These four techniques were applied after combining data of all projects to adopt general model building and validation approach in fault prediction modeling with PCA, GenSch, SMOTE and Resample data transformation techniques according to their bug category, as shown in Figure 2 and summarized in the following steps. Figure 2 . Fault prediction model.
Evaluation of Prediction Models
Models along with the modeling techniques were compared according to their highest values of Precision (Prec) and Recall (Rec) for all classes according to their 6 bug categories defined in section 3.3.
Precision (Prec) and Recall (Rec): Precision and
Recall rate are used for the assessment of binary prediction models. Precision is used for the assessment of positive signal predictions; and Recall rate is used for the assessment of prediction power for positive signals. In software engineering field, identifying fault is considered most crucial, therefore, Recall rate has been considered to be the most important metric [26] . 2. Bug Category: Bug data is categorized in terms of their severity and priority as shown in Table 3 .
Results and Discussions

Discussion based on Metrics Selection
Metrics were analyzed for different type of bugs, using Statistical Correlation and GenSch methods.
Statistical Correlation Method:
It was observed that overall 21 metrics were important according to their bug types, most of them were crucial for severe bugs (10 for CRB, 14 for MJB, and 17 for NTB), 4 for priority and 18 for BFU (Gen) bugs. It was also seen that ComCdChg metrics were more crucial for HPB, while metrics CKOO, ChgMet and ComCdChg were found more important for severe bugs. On the other hand, some metrics were found only important for one category of bug as shown in Table 5 . 2. Genetic Search method: It was observed that overall 29 metrics were important, whereas most of them were crucial for severe bugs (21 for CRB, 19 for MJB, and 12 for NTB), 5 for priority and 9 for general bugs (Gen), as shown in Table 6 . 
Discussion according to ML Techniques and Classifiers
Results of all datasets were improved when using class imbalance techniques, i.e., Resample and SMOTE in combination with feature selection techniques, i.e. GenSch and PCA. Best results were achieved with Complex bugs. The results were also improved with NTB, MJB and HPB and with those bugs which were both Complex as well as HPB. Detail of results for all categories of bugs is discussed as under:
Experimental Results Obtained Using Dataset for General Bugs
There were two classes: clean and buggy. The results of the buggy class were best classified for all ML classifiers except NB, whereas the results of dataset for both classes were improved by using feature selection techniques, i.e., GenSch and PCA with class imbalance techniques, i.e., SMOTE and Resample as displayed in Table 7 and Figure 3 . Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied after using GenSch with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE. 70% results were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample and PCA with SMOTE. 60% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE.
Experimental Results Obtained Using Dataset for Complex and Ordinary Bugs (All)
There were three classes: Clean, Ordinary and Complex. The Complex class was best classified with all ML classifiers after using modeling techniques, whereas clean class was better classified than ordinary.
Results of dataset for all classes were improved by using feature selection technique, i.e. GenSch in combination with class imbalance technique, Resample as displayed in Table 8 and Figure 4 . Approximately 80% precision/recall values were obtained when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE.  Clean Class: Clean class was best classified with all ML classifiers except NB classifier after using all modeling techniques.
Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied after using PCA with SMOTE and Resample, and MLP was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample.
 Complex Class: Complex class was best classified with all ML classifiers except NB after using all modeling techniques.
Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using all modeling techniques, and MLP was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE and GenSch with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied after using PCA with Resample.
 Ordinary Class: Approx. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample technique. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample.
Experimental Results Obtained Using Dataset for Complex Categories (All)
There were five classes clean, ordinary, NTB, MJB and CRB. Results of dataset were improved by using feature selection techniques, i.e., GenSch and PCA, in combination with class imbalance technique, i.e., Resample as displayed in Table 9 and Figure 5 . Approximately 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample.
 Clean Class: Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with SMOTE and Resample.
 Ordinary
Class: Approximately 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE.  NTB Class: Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with SMOTE, and MLP was applied after applying GenSch with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied after using GenSch and PCA with SMOTE, and PCA with Resample.
 MJB Class: Approximately 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample.  CRB Class: Approximately 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample. 
Experimental Results obtained using Dataset for High Priority Bugs (Buggy)
Only buggy data was selected and classified as LPB and HPB. Results of dataset were improved by using feature selection techniques, i.e., GenSch and PCA in combination with class imbalance techniques, i.e. SMOTE and Resample as displayed in Table 10 and Figure 6 . Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE and Res, and PCA with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample, and MLP was applied after using GenSch with SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied after using GenSch with Resample and NB was applied after using GenSch with SMOTE and Resample.
Experimental Results Obtained using Complex and Ordinary Bugs Dataset (Buggy)
Only buggy data was selected and classified as Complex and Ordinary classes. Results of all datasets were improved by using feature selection technique, i.e., GenSch with class imbalance technique, i.e., Resample as displayed in Table 11 and Figure 7 . Approximately 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample and SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with SMOTE, and MLP was applied after using GenSch with SMOTE.  Ordinary Class: Approx. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample and SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with SMOTE, and MLP applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE.
 Complex
Class: Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using all modeling techniques. MLP was applied after using GenSch with SMOTE and Resample and, PCA with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied after using PCA with SMOTE. 60% precision/recall values were produced when NB was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample.
Experimental Results Obtained using Dataset for Complex Categories (Buggy)
Only buggy data was selected and classified in four classes Ordinary, NTB, MJB and CRB. Results of all datasets were improved by using feature selection techniques, i.e., GenSch and PCA with class imbalance technique, i.e., Resample as displayed in Table 12 and Figure 8 . Approximately 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample, and PCA with Resample.  Ordinary Class: Approx. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample. 70% precision/ recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with Resample. 60% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE.  NTB Class: Approximately 90% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using PCA with SMOTE, and MLP was applied on dataset after using GenSch with Resample and SMOTE, and PCA with SMOTE. 60% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied on dataset after using PCA with SMOTE.  MJB Class: Approximately 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample.  CRB Class: Approx. 80% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with Resample. 70% precision/recall values were produced when RF was applied on dataset after using GenSch and PCA with SMOTE. 60% precision/recall values were produced when MLP was applied on dataset after using GenSch with SMOTE modeling techniques.
Conclusions
Prediction of software defect provides a list of defectprone code modules which need thorough testing. Software metrics (e.g., process metrics and product metrics) and machine learning techniques are commonly used to develop automatic software fault (bug) prediction models. Since fixing of complex faults consumes more resources, therefore, in this paper, we used a specific set of metrics to construct machine learning based fault prediction models to predict different types of bugs. Our proposed models can be used to predict more precisely those source codes' modules which could generate complex bugs. Our research revealed that complexity code Change Metrics (ComCdChg), Change Metrics (ChgMet), and Chidamber and Kemerer and object-oriented (CKOO) metrics are crucial to predicting those source codes which may induce high priority and severe bugs.
Overall five metrics such as MCCU, CBU, CLNE, CLGE, and CEXE were found to be more crucial for severe and high priority bugs. It was also observed that after dealing with the wellknown class imbalance and feature selection issues of machine learning, the overall rate of model's precision and recall were improved (to above 90%). Our experimental results revealed that the supervised ML technique, i.e., Random-Forest outclassed the other techniques of machine learning. In order to further enhance the prediction capability of our proposed fault prediction models in future, the metrics data of other projects can be used to build the fault prediction models, and additional metrics related to software project, product and process could also be considered.
